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Category:Free virtual instruments Category:Compositing software for LinuxIf you were to ask the average person in America
today, their first reaction to the news that Israel uses torture as a matter of policy would probably be indignation, as the practice
is widely recognized as unacceptable. The fact of the matter is that people are generally pretty lousy at keeping perspective
about torture, which is why we have to keep reminding them of it, and of its unacceptability. While it may not be ethically
necessary to remind non-torturers that torture is not justified, it is absolutely necessary to remind torturers about the fact that it
is not acceptable. This is not just about torture. Any form of interrogation that causes pain, fear, or discomfort is abusive, no
matter who does it, how long it lasts, or why. The fact that an interrogation is being done does not make the use of pain
acceptable, as the British government learned after the Bodies Belong to Us nude-photo scandal. The use of pain has to be
absolutely necessary. It’s extremely difficult to find an interrogation that is not abuse when the intended outcome is seeking
information that makes life better for the interrogatee. Unlike an execution, punishment in the form of an interrogation can save
lives, as it is the only way to find and prevent terrorist attacks. Psychologically, the terrorist feels the most psychological pain
when they feel their acts cause others pain or discomfort, which is exactly why the Guantanamo Bay facility is such a gaping
problem. The same is true of law enforcement interrogations. In fact, any interrogation that results in fear of mistreatment or
torture is abusive and unethical, not just because of the potential, but even more so because of the certainty that it will. The truth
is that any interrogation that isn’t completely effective cannot be ethical. This is why it is so important to stop accepting as fact
that torture is acceptable. If torture is acceptable, it’s acceptable because you believe it
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